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Angry birds evolution best birds 2020

Welcome to the Angry Birds Evolution forum! In Angry Birds Evolution, players collect and train their final team of Angry Birds in battle against a new pig invasion of crazy sliding fighter! Get your favorite birds from hundreds of new characters and evolve their super mad power! You must be logged in to create new topics. ANGRY BIRDS EVOLUTION – Android game with release date 06/14/2017 from
Rovio to company. Game Genre: Role Play. In the article, we summarize pumped tips from TOP players, developed answers to game questions, guides for beginners from the official site and our secrets to passing the game. Carefully, the article periodically updated, looks at the site Wise Geek more frequently. What is glamorous bird - What's new? To develop a bird at the level of Prestige, simply click on
it to open a review, and select Update Prestipation. Please note that 4 and 5 star birds can't be used to upgrade Prestige Birds, but selling them now gives Prestige Totems instead of material evolution. How do birds in the Main Event differ from the ordinary counterparts? During some events, it will be possible to buy Workshop versions of some powerful birds. These master birds are distinguished by their
special aura and increase strength (compared to their usual version) and are the extent regarding the strength of the fowl and its evolution. Level your bird with less XP! The game drastically reduced the amount of XP needed to level Angry Birds and, even better, this change is still applied, regardless of the day! Specific XP bonuses no longer apply. What is A Island Events and how do I access it? The
Island event is an exciting new feature of Angry Birds: Evolution! During events, instead of click marking scout for specific events on the island, now simply click the icon for the active event. From the Event Island screen, you can participate in the event fights, see all the rewards available at a glance on the leaderboard. Let the pack stronger win! What are Totems Fury and what can I do with them?
Introducing version 1.18, Totem Rage are the big, bad, evil cousins?? of the Totems Colleges. They merge with your bird, like all other Totems, but you'll find that they provide greater XP leap for your bird, which is especially useful after level 40 and as you move towards further powerful evolution. I was above level 70 at Eagle Mountain when I met Pig Thief. Why didn't I receive a special bird? To qualify for
any of the rewards you earned at Eagle Mountain, you need to go out before you are caught by Pig Thief. If you've passed the 70th level and you've been caught, any special bird that's also bright is taken away by this green threat. Continue with caution and remember that elite prizes wait for the most black players! What are the chances to snatch a bird? Where can I find out about them? You can find
what's likely to raise birds degree of lovers at the Incubator. Enter the Incubator, select the type of egg you want to hack, and click the my button on the left. The displayed indicators are likely to actual average of getting a character to one or another degree of hate. For example, a chance of 1 in 20 means that your chance to find a bird in a hate gives them five percent. During events during which there is a
chance to multiply, the probability of getting a bird increases as you haunt new eggs. This happens until you sit out one of the main pricing of the event. This is also taking into account the displayed indicators. If I start passing the test every day before the server reboot and finish it after, can I get an additional try? Note. By daily test, which starts before the server reboot and finishes after it, does not allow
you to complete the test twice in 24 hours. This is done on purpose and ensures that all players have a chance to receive a reward from a daily challenge. I just beat the soul boss, and not a silver ticket had fallen out of him. This is normal? The number and kind of reward after the boss fight is random, and a certain type of item is not guaranteed. The higher the level of difficulty in the fight, the biggest and
interesting rewards you'll come across. The best way to collect the best masses is to defeat as many high-level pork as possible! I can't improve my bird with 1-3 stars above Level 60. This is mistake? It's not a mistake. All birds and star ratings from 1 to 3 are currently limited to Level 60. At this level, the final evolution opens, and once it's finished, the bird won't be getting stronger. If you want to achieve the
highest level of power available in the game, it's recommended to go for Bird with 4 and 5 stars. I used a scout and went for a break. Now the explore marker has disappeared. What should I do? The time limit for accessing what's on the explore marker is 10 minutes. If you don't interact with finding your outflow within 10 minutes, they will disappear from the map. I met the Pig Thief and did not receive any
reward from Eagle Hulk. Why that? If you come across a Thief Pig while climbing Mountain Eagle, you'll be given the opportunity to render or spend a certain amount of gem to continue. If you click Render yourself, your current game on Mount Eagle will end and you won't receive any accumulated rewards. Always be careful and remember that a big reward carries great risk! I had a bird with 4/5 stars in my
mailbox, and now it is gone! What happened? The birds in your inbox for 24 hours, after which they disappeared. If you find a bird with 4 or 5 stars that you'd like to add to your fowl, be sure to transfer them to your inventory as soon as possible. Birds that have disappeared from your track can't be recovered. What is the dungenon key for? Key Dungeon is used to enter the five dungeons on the island, one
for each flow. At the end of the dungeon, they reward you material evolution and evolution is used to develop your birds. How to defeat pigs? The goal of the fight is to drive out the pigs. You can damage pigs by hitting them with your bird. As soon as Pig's health points fall to zero, he will be striking out by the fight. Direct your attack by pressing and holding the bird and pulling it back, then release to shoot
the bird. You can control the speed of the shot due to how far back you pull before releasing. Try to hit the pork from behind, as this gives you extra damage! Each bird and pig has a counter above the character. When the pig counter reaches zero, it will go on the attack. When the bird counter reaches zero, it will execute the skill Shot as its next attack. Bird skills depend on the flow of the bird: red birds
usually turn the target pig into other pigs that cause damage; Yellow bird can pierced opponents; The Bluebirds split into several birds on their first encounter; Birds explode, causing damage in the area; White birds attack in a straight line, causing damage in that area. Besides their attacks, some pigs have also passive abilities. You can find the statistics and capabilities of each bird and pig by clicking on
them. The fight ends when the last pig hits out or your health is terminated. How to make progress on the map and discover new areas? The next area will open as soon as you complete all the story missions in the previous one. Sometimes story missions are closed until you complete their tasks. Click the Tasks icon on the left side of the screen to display the tasks you need to complete the task. Typically,
tasks include collecting items and beating pigs in Scout Missions. What are the missions of intelligence? Shorten missions are fighting remnants across regions that you have now clear. Clicking on one of the orange scout markers to send your scouts, they'll find different kinds of fights and treasures. The type of fight that you can detect depends on your player level, you can check what scouts you can
detect by clicking on the slingshot scouts in the village. How to raise the level of my bird? The level of bird can be increased by connecting other birds for the sake of experience. Raise the level of the bird, go to the village and click on your team. Choose to Level Up table and drag the bird that contains the level you want to increase in the place on the left. Any bird that you then drag over the place to the
right must be connected to the chosen bird to give it an experience. The amount of experience a bird provides depends on its level and whether it has evolved. Birds of the same color as the bird choose to provide an enhanced experience! How do I find birds? You can get new birds from the Incubator and as a reward for fighting with dungeons. What is Totems and how do they work? Totem can use your
birds' upholstery. There are three kinds of Totems in the game: Totem's anger can be combined with birds giving them experience. Totems raise the level of Super-Injection skills in birds, making them more powerful. The glamorous term can be used to further increase the power of four birds or five stars that have reached level 100. The totem of anger are the biggest, fresh and more cousins what's
wrong?? of the Totems in anger. They combine with your birds, like all other Totems, but you'll find that they provide a bigger XP gain for your bird, which comes in handy after level 40, and as you progress into more powerful evolution. To use the Totem, place the bird you want to upgrade to the level slot up and drag the Totem to the place on the right. My bird has reached its maximum level, what should I
do now? Once your bird reaches the maximum level of its current stage of evolution, you need to evolve it to increase its maximum level. Birds with one, two and three stars can evolve three times, birds and four and five stars can evolve five times. How do I develop birds? Once a bird reaches the maximum level for its current stage of evolution, you can develop it if you have enough material to evolute in
the same color as the bird. To develop a bird, go to the village, click Your Team and select the table to evolution in the upper right corner of the window. Drag the bird you want to develop into the slot on the left and click Evolve. Four and five birds have two versions of the latest evolution. You have to choose which one you prefer before you develop a bird! To develop maps with five-star birds at level 60,
you'll also need an evolutionary of bird flow. You can find the evolutionary evolution of the dungeons. How to get more material for evolution? Materials for evolution are acquired as a reward for fighting with dungeons and for the sale of birds. Evolutionary evolution needed for the final evolution of 4 and 5 star birds found only in dungeons. My resources are blocked, what does this mean? What are the
limits? Most resources have a limit on the amount you may have in your inventory. You can still play their fight, as usual, and start getting resources again as soon as you spend some of them and their resources going again below the limit. Maximum amount for different resources: Friendly – 750. Berries of energy – 25. Tickets for the Arena – 25. Premium 10 x Brood Ticket – 10%. Ticket brood – 25 (each
type). Dungeon Key - 75. Material Evolution - 18000 (each color). The sense of evolution is 400 (each color). Totem Prestige – 120. Supershot Totem – 120. Totem Paste - 100%. Runic Clear Chest - 1000%. What is Super Eggs and how to get them? Super eggs are sometimes donated to battles with dungeons as soon as you reach level 30 players. These are eggs with a label on them, and they can
have very powerful birds. Angry Birds Evolution: How to play after the update? Can I Shop and Transmit Energy Events Between Events? Do not. Energy an event is specific and unique to a specific event, so make sure you pass all your energy before finishing a Events. Any additional energy in your inventory will be removed at this time. How does bird improvement work during events? During events,
certain birds receive certain improvements that make them more effective during a certain event. In order to see what birds can implement their improvements, look at the upper right corner of the island's screen of events. As a rule, in the top row you will see Special Event Birds along with their respective improvements. In the second row you will usually see special birds in the event prior to their respective
improvements. Finally, in the row below you'll see improvements for a particular attribute. All birds that have the selected attribute will receive a corresponding improvement for the duration of the event. Please note that if a 5-star version of the 4-star or a 5-star version of the 5-star Master Bird appears as a reward for the event, then the improvement of these versions improves in these improved versions of
the birds. Biggest Pekker Daily Challenge Update – What has changed? MPDC is now unlock earlier – large has been moved to the yellow region from the Red Region. It also creates 4 kinds of calls where you can earn everything you need: Golden Challenge; Evolutionary challenges; Level up challenges; Challenge for skills. Each of the two types of calls are active every day, and each of them will have
two free views. Sunday is the bonanza of calls, all calls are open to the public! Complete the challenge, try the next and collect more snow pork and better rewards. Fight alongside your clan and collect your clan rewards. The entry system has been updated! All players will now have five navigational entries per day, with additional entries unlocked every 60 minutes for all players. How to sell and raise birds
to the new team manager? As soon as you click Bird Team, a new enhanced Team Manager will appear. On the main screen, you can drag any bird from your inventory to the right to create your main team. Click on the portrait of any bird to go to individual level screens. On the bird level screen, you can sell the bird, update its super-shot, provide runs and raise the levels. Sell individual birds, upgrade
super-shots and ranking running works as before. The procedure for raising the level of bird has been changed: as soon as you click the Level Up button for the bird, you will transfer to the new corner for raising the level. From here, you can assign the Totems to Fury and Paste by clicking the plus sign above the icons to adjust the amount you want to use to level them up. You can also cross several birds
by selecting individual images. In the central rectangle you can see all the selected birds that can be crossed, as well as the number of Totems to use. The total cost of the upgrade, as well as an increase in bird power, are displayed in the right rectangle under the bird, for that level of increase. Once you are satisfied with your resources, click Level up buttons to power up your birds! An alternative way to
raise the level of bird: Just drag the image of the bird that has levels you want to increase in the rectangle on the right side of the screen. Then continue to drag the birds you want to cross and it's the middle rectangle. The total cost of the upgrade, as well as an increase in bird power, are displayed in the right rectangle under the bird, for that level of increase. Once you are satisfied with the allocated
resources, click the Level Up button to make your bird even stronger! The prestitis level will remain unchanged. To check your complete inventory with sale birds, simply click on the Inventory View Fully and Sale Bird button, located in the lower right corner of Team Manager.You will see a complete inventory of the bird. Click selling ?? Mode. Pick as many birds as you want to sell. If you are satisfied with
your choice, click Sell to confirm your choice. You will be asked to confirm the meat and indicate the total amount of resources that you will receive. Click Sale again to confirm. Please note that you cannot sell Totems in Anger, Prestige, or Rage from your inventory. However, you can sell excess Totems directly from your inbox. Angry Birds Evolution: PvP Secrets the first action of my opponent in a PVP
match is a super shot! Is it a troll? Are my rivals cheating? Since the first action is always for you in the PVP battle, sure play just, the super opponent shot is reduced by one turn. This means that a bird with a counter to super shots in one turn (1) will have the opportunity to use a super shot at the first opponent's movement in PvP. This is normal game mechanics and should not cause anxiety. Pigs in the
Arena don't die! What is going on? From version 1.17 to version, they will be introduced modified random weekly at the arena. The first modified significantly raised the level of pig health. Come back weekly to get even more surprises – and don't forget to click on the new Rules button in the Arena window to find out what modified works weekly! How did Arena Crystal Weekly bonus work? Why did I not
receive crystal bonuses this week? Bonus crystals are granted in the arena to exceed your highest point forever. Just increase your trophy points from the previous week by giving you bonus crystals if the highest score you've ever been higher. The bonus is currently limited to 15,000 trophies. How does the Heisman work against work? Why did I lose 59 trophies? The trophies received and lost in their fight
in the PvP arena depend on the difference in trophies between you and your opponents. If you compete with someone who has a higher trophies score, you can win more points and lose less when you lose. When you meet a team with a trophies score below you, then on the contrary, you'll lose more trophies when you lose and get less when you win. How can I play against other players? You can
compete with other players in and events and at the Arena. They can find the landslide in AIDS parts of the island. How are the battles in the arena? In the arena, you'll meet a Bird team from another player, and a pig team in the middle. After every turn, the pigs will attack the player on the bench at the battlefield wherever they are. Your goal is to drive the pigs towards your opponent to attack your
opponent. The battle at the arena ends when one of the players runs out of health. What gives striking out pork? Depending on the pig's passive abilities, this will either cause additional damage to your opponent, or heal your team, or decrease the counts of the Super Shot when striking out. Each pig has a symbol above itself showing a passive capacity. Extra Damage: These pigs will face extra damage to
your opponent's team when hitting them out. Super Shot Drop: Shrink Super shot counts for all birds of the player who hit the pig. Ameme Health: Restore the health of the birds of the player who beats the pig. You can also test the ability of pigs by clicking on them. How to host a match in the Arena task in PvP Mode (play against players)? Match organization based on your Trophy Points. You are
compared to the other players who are close in terms of the number of points in your trofi points. Sometimes this can provide you with a slightly complicated duel and a stronger opponent, but sometimes you'll also get easier competition! Over time, average opponents should be locked in your team's strengths and skill. How is League Arena working? There are five leagues in the arena: brass, silver, gold,
diamond and champion. League biggest finds the best rewards! When a week in the league begins, all players are set to be in the league based on their final count on the previous weekend. If your trofi scores below your league deadline of the weekend, you'll be transferred to a lower league. At the beginning of each week in the Arena League, your trofi notes will be set to the deadline for the division, so
your score usually decreases when you move to a new league! Why don't I get league trophies to fight random PVP? Starting with version 1.17 and with more PvP battles, your escort on cards wasn't going to cost or give you any league trophies in case of defeat or victory. Dedicate Oinkitagon to itself is the place where you will fight for gold, fame and sweet, sweet trophies! Angry Birds Evolution: Friends
and clans How to add friends? You can add friends by sending play requests to add friends to their profile page. Then a friend request will be received in the Message sections. If they accept the request, they will be added to your friends list. You can send request friends to players you see in the village, players you encounter in team battles, clan members you in the list of clan members, or play in an event
or in the spider leaderboards. When you connect the game to the profile, you can also see your Facebook friends are playing Angry Birds Evolution on the Friends tab next to your friends list. What are clans for? In a clan, you can compete with other clans of certain events for great rewards. Clan also unlock privileges that can help you in the game as they level up. What are clan privileges? There are four
privileged clans: A first-aid troop sends first-aid troops once a fight; A smart bomb drops a bomb once per fight, damaging pigs when a bird hits it; A clan egg rewards an extra egg after certain fights; An additional scout adds to the players another scout. What is the use of gold donations in my clan? When you make gold to clans you provide experience in clans in terms of clan levels. Raise a clan level to
unlock privileges and increase the maximum number of players allowed in a clan. How do I join a clan or create a clan? You can join the clan or create it by clicking on the clan's home in the village. The idea of my clan hasn't been active for a long time. Is there a way to make the idea to someone different? If you are a member of a clan that has inactive leaders for over thirty calendar days, please contact
our support team to help you resolve the situation. Make sure you vote in advance of the clan, and be prepared to show screenshots that confirm your decision. These data will be needed when considering leadership transfers. Each case is sent for consideration. The decision was taken on the basis of the evidence. Angry Birds Evolution: Shopping and Payment Guide What is included in the VIP
subscription? The kit includes a one-time entry bonus in the form of a 1st gold ticket. In addition, you will receive the following rewards every day: 100 mem; 1000 gold; 1 silver ticket. What will happen to the Rewards Daily if I don't enter the game? Don't see the reward going to be lost. Try collecting them on time! I already have a valid Evolution subscription. What will change for me? You can save the
current subscription, then nothing will change. If you change your subscription to a new VIP membership, the old subscription will be canceled, and you'll be compensated for the difference (this will happen automatically). Please note that if you cancel the old subscription but don't upgrade it to a new one, then you will not be able to return to the old subscription templates in the future. Why did I charge more
than the indicated amount on the iTunes app store? Sales tax can be applied to residents in some places – this is added to the amount of the purchase. Therefore, it is possible that you have made other purchases to the game or to other applications in the application store, and you bill a total bill for them. Check out the iTunes story you purchased to see if this issue is solved, and see Apple's Support page
for more information. Angry Birds Evolution: Bugs and fix my toy game doesn't start! What can I do? If you which your device meets the minimum requirements of the game and exceeds them (for iOS devices: iOS 8 and above, at least 1 GB of RAM and for Android devices: Android 5.0.x and above, at least 2 GB of RAM (please note that the game may not be compatible with specific devices, even if they
meet the requirements for the Android version)) and reboot the device to solve any possible cache issues , contact the player support service. You'll definitely be helping. Do you have trouble launching the game on Android? Turn on permission! Angry Birds Evolution needs access to the file system to complete the installation of the game. Since the game is quite large, it needs to download and install
additional files to run. If you are having trouble launching AB Evolution, be sure to give all the Android permission required by the game. If you do not grant access to the game, it won't be able to download all the necessary files and won't be able to load. If you deny this permission by clicking Don't Ask Me Again, you must manually allow the permission of the settings of your device in order to be able to
play the game. You can do this by going to: Settings -&gt; -&gt; Application Manager -&gt; Angry Bird Evolution -&gt;, click on the button next to Memory so that it changes its color blue. Why do I get a message about accessing the file system when the game starts, despite the permission? Some Android players see the Angry Birds message need access to the file system to work well. If you have given the
game all the necessary authorizations, this may be due to the fact that the game is on an SD card. If possible, try moving the game to the phone's internal storage. My Facebook account has continued from my profile. What to do? Facebook's social network recently made a login change. Because of this, your Facebook account might be temporarily dispurbed from the game. Check if your Facebook
account is currently connected to the game. If not, enter the registration data again – and you'll again have the opportunity to save your gaming success to Facebook. How can I report a player who violates the conduct code? If you believe that a player violates the Evolution Code of Conduct, contact the player support team with as much information as possible about the incident. It is also recommended
that you attach screenshots to demonstrate this problem in order to the investigation of your report. Can I back up my play profile if I don't have a Facebook account? It is highly recommended that you link your profile to your Facebook account. This is a guarantee that your inventory and profile information will be successfully synchronized between devices. If you use a local player profile in the game, you
can take a screenshot of your player ID (first click on the player's avatar in the upper left corner of the screen). If you need more help from support services to restore game progress, do which as a screenshot is in your finger. I rinstalled the game and lost my game progress, can it return? Data from your gaming account is synchronized between devices and applications installed if you connect the game to
your Facebook profile. If you're connected, you can continue the game from the place where you left off. To do this, simply log in to your Facebook account. If you were not connected to Facebook, send a ticket to the support service, indicating your player name, profile level and clan name (if you are a member). To transfer game data, you'll also need your new account ID. To find out, go to Settings/Profile
and click on the avatar in the upper left corner. Can I play on multiple devices? Make sure you can! Just connect the game to Facebook and your game progress will be sync with the cloud. After that, connect the game with the same Facebook account on any other device, and your game progress will be restored. Author of the article: Nadezhda D.D.
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